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Abstract: I analyze the Romance descendants of Latin aliquis ‘some or other’, which
are characterized by a complex pattern of variation in the contemporary Romance
languages. I account for this variation in terms of diverging diachronic paths, tracing
their determinants back to a process taking place between Classical and late Latin.
Classical Latin only used aliquis as an epistemic indefinite, expressing ignorance
about the identity of the referent. In late Latin a distributional extension is observed,
and aliquis starts to be consistently found as an NPI in negative contexts. This
multiplicity of uses is transmitted to medieval Romance and represents the prereq-
uisite for contemporary variation. In their further history, some languages continue
only one of the two uses. Other languages maintain both, but the meaning contrast
comes to be related to aword-order difference. I analyze this difference as a syntactic
DP-internal inversion operation, motivated by focus and connected to polarity
sensitivity. Significantly, the diachronic path of the Romance descendants of aliquis
contributes to our understandingof generalmechanismsof semantic change, since it
instantiates a cline of development that can be related to varying (hence,
diachronically changing) constraints on quantificational domains.

Keywords: negative polarity, epistemic indefinites, negative concord, DP-internal
inversion, semantic change

1 Introduction

European Portuguese shows a major contrast in the interpretation of the indefinite
determiner algum,which appears to be connected to its position within the nominal
phrase. The relevant paradigm, first investigated by Martins (2015a, 2015b), is pre-
sented in (1): the indefinite determiner algum is interpreted as ‘some’ in (1a), where it
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precedes the head noun, whereas it is interpreted as ‘no’ in (1b), where it follows the
noun:

(1) European Portuguese (Martins 2015a: 400)
a. Algum lugar se parece com este

some:SG place:SG REFL seem:3SG like this:SG
‘There is some place that looks like this one’

b. Lugar algum se parece com este
place:SG no:SG REFL seem:3SG like this:SG
‘There is no place that looks like this one’

It seems, thus, that Portuguese algum can be either “positive” or “negative”, and
that this interpretive distinction correlates with a word-order difference within the
nominal phrase.1

A similar, althoughnot completely equivalent, interpretive contrast is observed in
Spanish: the cognate indefinite determineralgúnprecedes the noun and is interpreted
as ‘some’ in (2a), which is a positive-polarity assertion; in negative-polarity contexts,
instead, it is interpreted as ‘any’ and it necessarily follows the noun (2b–c).

(2) Spanish2

a. Me he encontrado con algún estudiante
REFL have:1SG met with some:SG student:SG
‘I met some student’

b. No me he encontrado con estudiante alguno
not REFL have:1SG met with student:SG any:SG
‘I did not meet any student’

c. * No me he encontrado con algún estudiante
not REFL have:1SG met with any:SG student:SG

In Italian and Frenchno such contrast obtains: the cognate determiners alcuno and
aucun in the singular only have the meaning ‘any’ and are found exclusively in

1 In this introductory section I use “positive” and “negative” quite simplistically for ease of
exposition. A more precise characterization of the meanings involved and contexts of occurrence
will be provided in §2.
2 When not otherwise indicated, examples come from the answers to a questionnaire that was
distributed to a number of native speakers who are also professional linguists. I thank my in-
formants for their precious help with the data: Patrícia Amaral, Livia Assunção Cecilio, Valentina
Bianchi, Sonia Cyrino, Camille Denizot, Victoria Escandell Vidal, Maria Teresa Espinal, Marco
García García, Dara Jokilehto, Manuel Leonetti, Ana Maria Martins, Beatriz de Medeiros Silva,
Esperanza Torrego, Jacopo Torregrossa, Joaquín Vuoto. The text of the questionnaire can be
downloaded here: https://www.academia.edu/12351452/Questionnaire_alcuno_aucun_algun_
algún_algum.
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negative-polarity environments, cf. Italian in (3a–b).3 Inversion with respect to the
noun is optional and has an emphatic flavor.

(3) Italian
a. Non ha pagato le tasse alcuno studente

not have:3SG paid the:PL fees:PL any:SG student:SG
‘No student paid the fees’

b. * Alcuno studente ha pagato le tasse
any:SG student:SG have:3SG paid the:PL fees:PL

c. Non ha pagato le tasse studente alcuno
not have:3SG Paid the:PL fees:PL student:SG any:SG
‘No student (at all) paid the fees’

We observe thus a complex pattern of variation across Romance in the behavior of
elements of the functional lexicon that share a common Latin origin, namely the
Latin indefinite determiner aliquis ‘some or other’ (which in its Romance de-
scendants is invariably compounded with unus ‘one’).

This pattern raises a number of questions that are significant for comparative
Romance linguistics andhistorical linguistics alike:which factors are responsible for
the pertinacity and, at the same time, the evolution of the Romance descendants of
Latin aliquis? How is it possible that an originally positive determiner (‘some or
other’) develops a negativemeaning (‘any’, ‘no’)?How can the twomeanings coexist
in the same language? How can the role of word order in the interpretation be
accounted for by current models of the syntax-semantics interface?

In this contribution I set out to propose answers to these questions. In §2 I
provide a more detailed picture for the distribution of the outcomes of aliquis in the
standard Romance languages. In the rest of the paper I attempt an explanation for
the observed synchronic variation in terms of the diachronic path followed by the
Latin ancestor and by its continuations in the various languages. Section 3 presents
themain features of Classical Latin aliquis and follows its development in late Latin.
Section 4 turns to the medieval Romance languages and singles out aspects of
continuity with respect to the Latin situation, as well as elements of differentiation
acrossRomance. In §5 I drawsomegeneral conclusionson thediachronic cline, and I
discuss the role of DP-internal inversion and its grammaticalization in Ibero-
Romance. Section 6 concludes the paper summarizing the main conclusions.4

3 The plural behaves differently, as will be discussed in §2.1.
4 The following sections elaborate on the discussion in Gianollo (2018: Ch. 2 and 3) and attempt a
synthesis of themost relevant conclusions for Romance historical linguistics that emerge from this
particular case study.
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By means of this study I hope to show that the history of Latin aliquis and its
descendants provides evidence for systematic processes of semantic change
involving the functional lexicon. The relevant dimension of variation is repre-
sented by the constraints that quantificational determiners impose on their domain
of quantification. Semantic change targets these constraints in situations where
additional inferences are licensed by interacting operators in the clause. In the
course of time, these additional contextual inferences may become reanalyzed as
an obligatory meaning contribution of the determiner itself, that is, as coded in its
lexical entry. This, in turn,may affect the syntactic component: in the case at hand,
the result is the conventionalization of an originally optional movement operation
(DP-internal inversion) and the development of formal features inducing a Nega-
tive Concord relation with negation.

2 The Synchronic Distribution

2.1 Forms and Overview of Distributional Tendencies

In this section I analyze the distribution of the indefinite determiners that continue
Latin aliquis in the following standard Romance languages: Italian (alcuno),
French (aucun), Catalan (algun), Spanish (algún), European Portuguese (algum).5

All these forms derive from the combination of Latin aliquis ‘some or other’with the
cardinal numeral unus ‘one’: aliquis unus > *ALICUNUS (REW, 1935 §339). The
combination as such is unattested in Latin texts and has to be reconstructed for an
undocumented pan-Romance stage. Some languages also have pronominal items
that continue the simple form (masc. acc. aliquem, neuter nom.–acc. aliquid), such
as Sp. alguien ‘someone’, Pt. alguem ‘someone’, Sp. and Pt. algo ‘something’, ‘a bit’
(REW, 1935 §345).

In my overview I concentrate on the quantificational determiner, which ex-
hibits the relevant variation in word order with respect to the head noun. Themain
aspects of import for Romance historical linguistics, and more in general for
theoretical approaches to language change, are the following:
(i) In all the investigated languages except contemporary Catalan the singular

can be used in negative environments, unlike Classical Latin aliquis; the
licensing relation is, however, not the same in all languages;

5 Romanian is not included in the discussion because aliquis is not continued there: Romanian
has vreun ‘some or other’ as an epistemic indefinite (Farkas 2002; Fălăus' 2014), and an etymo-
logically heterogeneous series of negatively marked indefinites in the scope of negation (Fălăus'
2007; Haspelmath 1997: 264; Iordă;chioaia and Richter 2015).
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(ii) In some languages the negative use coexists with a positive one; however, the
two uses are distinguished by word order, since in the negative use the
determiner must follow the noun.

(iii) In all the investigated languages, the singular and the plural forms of the
determiner have more or less diverging distributional patterns, to such an
extent that it is not always clear that they can be treated as belonging to a
single lexical item.

In order to keep the discussion to a manageable length, in the following sections I
will deal with aspects (i) and (ii), which concern the singular, but will have to put
the plural aside. All the investigated languages also continue the plural form. In
contemporary French it is residual (confined to archaic d’aucuns ‘some (pl.)’ and to
pluralia tantum). In the other languages under scrutiny it has a productive use as a
plain indefinite that alternates with plural forms of the indefinite article (Crisma
2012; Martí 2008).6 The plural form tends to receive wide scope in the interaction
with other operators. In Italian, in particular, it resists taking narrow scope with
respect to negation (4a), despite the fact that the singular is systematically inter-
preted in the scope of negation (4b).

(4) Italian
a. Francesco non ha considerato alcuni commenti

Francesco not have:3SG considered some:PL comment:PL
‘Francesco did not consider some comments’ = there were some
comments that Francesco did not consider

b. Francesco non ha considerato alcun commento
Francesco not have:3SG considered any:SG comment:SG
‘Francesco did not consider any comment’

In Portuguese the plural is impossible with inverted algum (Martins 2015b: 105). In
Spanish the singular form is strongly preferred in negative contexts. If the plural is
used, it has to follow the head noun, similarly to the singular.

An important difference with respect to the singular form in positive con-
texts is that the plural does not trigger the same epistemic inferences with
respect to the identity of the referents that are observed with the singular. For
attempts to reconcile the singular and plural uses under a single lexical entry,
see Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2011) and Etxeberria and Giannaki-
dou (2017).

6 In Italian the plural form ismuchmore frequent than the singular one, which is typically limited
to formal styles. In the KIParla corpus of spoken Italian (Mauri et al. 2019) only 5% of the forms of
alcuno are singular.
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In the singular, three main distributional patterns can be distinguished (5):7

(5) Distributional patterns across Romance for the singular form
a. Italian, French: only in negative contexts
b. Catalan: only in positive contexts
c. Spanish, European Portuguese: both in positive and negative contexts

2.2 The Epistemic Use

Let us start with the more complex pattern of Spanish and Portuguese, which is
also the best studied. A precise characterization of the positive-polarity contexts of
occurrence comes from work on Spanish by Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito
(2003, 2010), who define algún as an epistemic indefinite. Epistemic indefinites are
existential determiners that indicate that the epistemic agent to which the indef-
inite is anchored (the speaker or the attitude holder) is ignorant or indifferent with
respect to the identity of the referent.8

In (6) the referent of the DP containing algún cannot be further specified, as
shown by the possibility of a continuation that makes the ignorance component
explicit (6a), by the impossibility of further specifying the intended referent (6b),
and by the impossibility of an anaphoric relation (6c):

(6) Spanish
a. Algún estudiante pagó las tasas de matrícula

some:SG student:SG pay:3SG the:PL fee:PL of tuition:SG
pero no sé quién es
but not know:1SG who be:2SG
‘Some student paid the tuition fees, but I don’t know who s/he is’

b. María está buscando a algún estudiante.
María stay:3SG looking at some:SG student:SG
# Su nombre es Juan
his:SG name:SG be:3SG Juan
‘Mary is looking for some student. His name is John’

c. Algún estudiante pagó las tasas de matrícula.
some:SG student:SG pay:3SG the:PL fee:PL of tuition:SG

7 In this overview, for space reasons I disregard non-negative NPI uses that can be marginally
found in some languages, and I limit the discussion to cases of sentential negation. A more
detailed picture of the distribution can be found in Gianollo (2018: Ch. 3).
8 There is a vast literature on epistemic indefinites in various languages: cf. Jayez and Tovena
(2006), Zamparelli (2007), Giannakidou and Quer (2013), Fălăus' (2014), and the volume edited by
Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2015).
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# Hablé con él después
speak:1SG with him afterwards
‘Some student paid the tuition fees. I spoke to him afterwards’

The paradigm can be replicated for Portuguese (7):

(7) Portuguese
a. Algum estudante pagou as propinas.

some:SG student:SG pay:3SG the:PL fee:PL
Mas não sei quem (foi)
but not know:1SG who be:3SG
‘Some student paid the tuition fees, but I don’t know who s/he is’

b. A Mary está à procura de algum estudante.
the:SG Mary stay:3SG to search:SG of some:SG student:SG
# O nome dele é John
the:SG name:SG of.he be:3SG John
‘Mary is looking for some student. His name is John’

c. Algum estudante pagou as propinas.
some:SG student:SG pay:3SG the:PL fee:PL
# Falei com ele depois
speak:1SG with him afterwards
‘Some student paid the tuition fees. I spoke to him afterwards’

The ignorance component results in non-specific interpretations and, in partic-
ular, in obligatory narrow-scope readings with respect to intensional operators (de
dicto readings, cf. 6b and 7b).9

In order to account for the ignorance component, I follow Alonso-Ovalle and
Menéndez-Benito (2010), who treat it as a conversational implicature, triggered by
a constraint on the quantificational domain of epistemic indefinites. According to
this constraint (anti-singleton presupposition in Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-
Benito 2010: 15–19), the domain of quantification of algún cannot be narrowed
down to a singleton, contrary to what happens with specific indefinites
(Schwarzschild 2002). This results in minimal domain widening: the quantifica-
tional domainmust includemore than one individual. At the same time, there is no
instruction to maximally widen the domain as to include even marginal

9 Despite the non-specific reading, Spanish algún can be accompanied by Differential Object
Marking (DOM), viz. a, as in (6b). DOM is obligatory with the cognate pronominal form alguien
‘someone’ (which also has a non-specific, epistemic interpretation), as well as with nadie ‘no one’,
whereas it is optional with DPs containing forms of the determiners algún and ningún. Clearly, in
these cases it is not connected to specificity. Leonetti (2004: 82–83) attributes these instances of
DOM to a [+human] feature, López (2012: 63–64) to a [+animate] feature.
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individuals: this represents an important difference with respect to free-choice
indefinites (‘whoever’) and negative polarity items (‘any’).

Epistemic indefinites are, thus, ‘intermediate’ creatures between specific
(singleton) indefinites and maximal domain wideners. Their felicity depends on
the compatibility of the inferences they trigger with the broader context. The
ignorance implicature emerges once the epistemic indefinite enters a competition
with determiners imposing smaller domains (definites, specific indefinites). In
order to be felicitous, the pragmatic contribution has to serve a communicative
need; Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito (2010), following Kratzer and Shi-
moyama (2002) identify twomain pragmatic functions that grant a felicitous use of
epistemic indefinites: the need to avoidmaking a false claim and the need to avoid
exhaustivity inferences. For this reason, epistemic indefinites are felicitous in
(explicitly or implicitly) modalized contexts, where theweaker statement provided
by epistemic indefinites is pragmatically motivated; episodic contexts like (6a, c,
7a, c) are considered implicitlymodalized due to the presence of a covert assertoric
operator (Alonso-Ovalle and Menéndez-Benito 2010: 7–8).

Although specific studies are lacking, Catalan algun can also be classified as an
epistemic indefinite based on the tests used for Spanish and Portuguese: the igno-
rance component can bemade explicit (8a), no further specification of the intended
referent is possible (8b), and no anaphoric relation can be established (8c):

(8) Catalan
a. Algun estudiant va pagar la matrícula,

some:SG student:SG go:3SG pay the:SG fee:SG
però no sé qui és
but not know:1SG who be:3SG
‘Some student paid the tuition fees, but I don’t know who s/he is’

b. La Maria busca algun estudiant.
the:SG Mary look.for:3SG some:SG student:SG
# Es diu Joan
REFL say:3SG Joan
‘Mary is looking for some student. His name is John’

c. Algú es deu haver oblitad de pagar
someone:SG REFL must:3SG have forgotten of pay
la matrícula. # L’ he vist al despatx
the:SG fee:SG him have:1SG seen at.the:SG office:SG
‘Someone must have forgotten to pay the tuition fees. I saw him in the
office’
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In Catalan, only the epistemic use is possible in the singular. In Spanish and
Portuguese, on the other hand, the determiner also has special uses in negative
contexts, which will be the object of §2.3.

2.3 The Negative Contexts

Turning to the negative contexts, we see that Spanish algún and Portuguese algum
can be found as existential indefinites taking narrow scope with respect to sen-
tential negation (to which I restrict my attention), cf. (1b) and (2b). In both lan-
guages, the determiner must follow the noun when interpreted under sentential
negation (cf. 9 for Portuguese, and 2c for Spanish).10

(9) Portuguese
a. Eu não encontrei estudante algum

I not meet:1SG student:SG any:SG
‘I did not meet any student’

b. Eu não encontrei algum estudante
I not meet:1SG any:SG student:SG

Despite the overall similarity, an interesting contrast between the two languages
can be observed: in Portuguese, algum has the distribution of a Negative Concord
Item (NCI or n-word), whereas Spanish algún behaves as a Negative Polarity Item
(NPI). Following Zeijlstra (2004), Penka (2011), I assume that the two classes of
items are subject to different licensing requirements (cf. §5.2 for further discus-
sion). NPIs are subject to a semantic-pragmatic felicity condition that requires
them to occur in the scope of overt operators creating downward-entailing con-
texts.11 NCIs undergo a syntactic mechanism of Agree with a c-commanding
negative operator, induced by the formal uninterpretable features they carry. In
the case of NCIs the licensing operator can be covert: this is the case when NCIs
precede the verb (hence, also the negative marker) or are found in isolation as

10 See further §5.2.2 for cross-linguistic differences concerning the possibility of intervening
material between the noun and the determiner.
11 Alternatively, negative polarity dependencies are accounted for by capitalizing on the notion of
(non-)veridicality (Giannakidou 1998). Space constraints do not allow me to consider these ap-
proaches here. This choice is justified also by the fact that I will mainly focus on contexts of
sentential negation, mentioning non-negative NPI contexts only marginally. (Non-)veridicality
approaches are a fruitful alternative avenue to understand the structure of variation in the space of
indefinite meanings, cf. Giannakidou and Quer (2013). For an overview of the debate, see Zeijlstra
(2016), Giannakidou and Zeijlstra (2017).
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negative short answers: in those cases, they appear to be “self-licensing” (Ladusaw
1992), since they are the only overt elements expressing negation.

Portuguese algum can be found in pre-verbal DPs; when pre-verbal, it negates
the sentence by itself (10a), and co-occurrence with the negative marker is
excluded in a single-negation reading. Moreover, it can be used as a negative short
answer (10b), a possibility that is precluded with NPIs, which need an overt,
c-commanding licenser.

(10) Portuguese
a. Estudante algum pagou as propinas

student:SG any:SG pay:3SG the:PL fee:PL
‘No student paid the tuition fees’

b. Speaker A: Vais vender a tua casa?
go:2SG sell the:SG your:SG house:SG
‘Are you going to sell your house?’

Speaker B: Em circunstância alguma
in circumstance:SG any:SG
‘Under no circumstance’ (Martins 2015a: 407)

Spanish algúm, on the other hand, is only found in post-verbal position in negative
sentences, where it is c-commanded by the overt negative marker: it is impossible
in pre-verbal subject position and as a negative short answer (11a–b).

(11) Spanish
a. * Estudiante alguno no ha pagado las tasas

student:SG any:SG no have:3SG paid the:PL fee:PL
de matrícula
of tuition:SG
‘No student paid the tuition fees’

b. Speaker A: ¿Tienes objeciones a eso?
have:2SG objection:PL to this:SG

‘Do you have objections to this?’
Speaker B: * Objeción alguna

objection:SG any:SG
‘No objection’

To summarize, in Spanish and Portuguese the singular form occurs both as an
epistemic indefinite and as an existential indefinitewith narrow scopewith respect
to negation; crucially, the two uses are syntactically disambiguated byword order:
in the scope of negation, inversion between the head noun and the indefinite is
obligatory.
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In French and Italian, the continuants of Latin aliquis in the singular are only
possible in negative contexts (and residually in some non-negative NPI-licensing
contexts: cf. Crisma 2012: 514–517; Milner 1979: 81–82). A difference in distribution
is also observed between these two languages: French aucun is an NCI, whereas
Italian alcuno is an NPI. The distinguishing contexts are parallel to those seen for
Portuguese and Spanish. French aucun can occur in pre-verbal position and as a
negative short answer (12a–b); in the standard variety it always co-occurs with ne
and it can be found in a Negative Concord configuration with another n-word
(negative spread, 12c).

(12) French
a. Aucun étudiant n’ a payé les frais d’ inscription

no:SG student:SG not have:3SG paid the:PL fee:SG of tuition:SG
‘No student paid the tuition fees’

b. Speaker A: Avez-vous une objection ?
have:2PL-you:PL a:SG objection:SG
‘Do you have an objection?’

Speaker B: Aucune objection
no:SG objection:SG
‘No objection’

c. Personne n’ a vu aucun film de Bresson
nobody:SG not have:3SG seen no:SG film:SG of Bresson
‘Nobody has seen any film by Bresson’ (Corblin 1996: ex. 88)12

Italian alcuno cannot precede the verb and cannot be used as negative short
answer (13a–b; cf. also 3b), meaning that it is never “self-licensing”. It has to be
licensed by a hierarchically superior negative marker (13c) or n-word (13d).

(13) Italian
a. * Alcuna obiezione è stata espressa

any:SG objection:SG be:3SG been expressed
durante la discussione
during the:SG discussion:SG
‘No objection was raised during the discussion’

b. Speaker A: Hai obiezioni?
have:2SG objection:PL
‘Do you have objections?’

12 Corblin (1996) remarks that, under special pragmatic circumstances, also a bi-negative (dou-
ble-negation) reading is possible for the example.
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Speaker B: *Alcuna obiezione
any:SG objection:SG
‘No objection’

c. Non è stata espressa alcuna obiezione
not be:3SG Been expressed any:SG objection:SG
durante la discussione
during the:SG discussion:SG
‘No objection was raised during the discussion’

d. Nessun partecipante ha espresso alcuna obiezione
no:SG participant:SG have:3SG expressed any:SG objection:SG
‘No participant expressed any objection’

Inversion with respect to the head noun is possible, but has no effect on the distri-
bution seen above (14–15). Speakers judge the inverted orders asmore emphatic (cf.
3c) and typical of a formal, conservative style; especially in French inversion is a very
marginal option, basically occurring only in fixed expressions after sans ‘without’.

(14) French
soit dit sans offense aucune
be:3SG said without offense:SG no:SG
‘let it be said without any offense’

(15) Italian
Certe persone non mostrano rispetto alcuno
some:PL people:PL not show:3PL respect:SG any:SG
per le istituzioni
for the:PL institutions:PL
‘Some people do not show any respect for the institutions’

To summarize, in French and Italian the singular form is restricted to negative
contexts and is interpreted as an existential taking narrow scope with respect to
negation; in Italian it has the distribution of a Negative Polarity Item (NPI), in
(standard) French of a Negative Concord Item (NCI or n-word).

2.4 Summary

Table 1 provides an overview of the data discussed in this section.
Concerning inversion in the order of the indefinite determiner and the head

noun, the main observation is that in some Romance languages (Spanish,
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Portuguese) it is apparently related to a positive / negative flip and is obligatory in
the relevant contexts, whereas in other Romance languages (French, Italian) it is
an optional, stylistically marked operation with limited import on interpretation.

Catalan is the only language lacking uses in the scope of sentential negation.
However, as we will see in §4, earlier stages of the language witness an additional
NPI use, which was subsequently lost: we can therefore conclude that in all the
standard Romance languages the continuants of aliquis are found in negative
contexts at some point in history.

3 Latin aliquis

This section deals with the Latin ancestor, aliquis, with the aim of understanding
the point of departure for the variation observed in Romance. At all stages of Latin,
aliquis ‘some or other’ (< stem of alius ‘other’ + interrogative / indefinite stem *kwi-)
can be used either as a pronoun or as a quantificational determiner, both in the
singular and in the plural. It is more often prenominal, but inversion with respect
to the head noun is possible (Marouzeau 1922: 165–166).

The first aspect I will address is whether the positive use of aliquis is compa-
rable to the positive use in the contemporary Romance languages, which I defined
as epistemic. I argue that early and Classical Latin aliquis can indeed be charac-
terized as an epistemic indefinite, and that this use also characterizes late Latin.13

However, the investigation of the late Latin data will lead us to deal with a further
aspect, which has to do with the expansion of aliquis into negative contexts in late
Latin. I will discuss some bridging contexts that allow us to see how the epistemic
determiner comes to be interpreted as a maximal domain widener in the scope of

Table : Summary for uses in the singular.

Only in scope of
negation

Only epistemic indefinite In scope of negation
& epistemic indefinite

Italian alcuno Catalan algun Spanish algún
French aucun Portuguese algum

13 For early Latin I discuss texts dating to the third–second century BCE. For Classical Latin I
consider evidence from the first century BCE to the first century CE. For late Latin I restrict my
attention to texts dating to the fourth–fifth centuries CE. The glosses with the Latin examples are
meant to provide just the essential information needed to identify the clause’s basic syntactic
structure. The texts are cited according to the editions in the Brepols Library of Latin Texts.
Translations follow as close as possible those of the Loeb Classical Library, when available.
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downward-entailing operators. This way, a substantial continuity between late
Latin and Romance will emerge, as wewill further see in §4, dedicated tomedieval
Romance.

Early and Classical Latin singular aliquis is regularly associated with an
ignorance inference: the speaker cannot, or does not want to, further identify a
referent. According to Bortolussi (2015: 24), aliquis imposes a variation require-
ment on its quantificational domain: it entails that there exists a set of individuals
who are possible denotational targets, with no commitment to unique identifi-
ability. We see that this description matches the behavior of epistemic indefinites.

The sentence in (16) exemplifies the non-identifiability of the referent:

(16) early Latin (Plaut. Capt. 382–383)
nam pater exspectat aut me aut aliquem nuntium
indeed father:NOM wait:3SG or me or some:ACC messenger:ACC
qui hinc ad se veniat
who:NOM from.here to REFL come:3SG
‘your father is expecting eitherme or someothermessengerwho is coming
to him from here’

In (16), aliquis is the object of an intensional verb, a context where lack of iden-
tifiability is felicitous. In fact, occurrences in episodic, realis contexts are very rare.
The most typical contexts for aliquis are explicitly or implicitly modalized utter-
ances, as (17), where the verb in the subjunctive expresses epistemic possibility.

(17) Classical Latin (Cic. Verr. 2, 2.78)
forsitan aliquis aliquando eiusmodi quippiam fecerit
maybe someone:NOM sometimes of.this.sort something:ACC do:3SG
‘there may now and then have been someone who did something of the
same description’

The conclusion, reached in §2, that all the standard Romance languages (at some
stage) use the descendants of aliquis in negative contexts is in principle surprising
in view of the fact that the Classical Latin ancestor was rarely found in the context
of sentential negation, and in the few cases where it is found there it escaped the
scope of the negation operator. The example in (18) shows this particularly clearly:

(18) Classical Latin (Sen. ep. 78.19)
inter haec tamen aliquis non gemuit
among this:ACC though someone:NOM not lament:3SG
‘Among all this (these tortures) there has been someone, though, who did
not lament’
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Here the referent is left unspecified (and in fact the context suggests that theremay
have been multiple people resisting torture without lamenting); despite the non-
specific reading, there is an existential entailment, showing that aliquis is inter-
preted outside the scope of negation.

The passage from Lucretius in (19), where aliquis is found in the object DP
of a negative sentence (a very rare configuration in Classical Latin), is more
complex.

(19) Classical Latin (Lucr. 6, 674–675)
scilicet et fluvius qui visus maximus
obviously also river:NOM which:NOM seen:PTCP.NOM large:SUP.NOM
ei qui non ante aliquem maiorem
he:DAT who:NOM not before some:ACC big:COMP.ACC

vidit
see:3SG
‘obviously such [i.e., considered huge] will also be a river, which seems
the largest to a person who has not seen a larger river before’

The broader context indicates that aliquis in this passage has the value of ‘a, some’,
not of ‘any’: the domain-widening component is absent, and the existence of a
representative for the DP denotation (i.e., a larger river) needs to be presupposed in
the argumentation. Lucretius is defending the thesis that volcanic eruptions are
natural phenomena, not caused by divine intervention. To the objection that they are
too huge to be caused by nature alone, Lucretius answers that this is something that
humansmay think just because they only know theirworld and they imagine as huge
all the biggest things that they have seen; they do not understand that their world is
nothing compared to the universe (vv. 676–679). He uses the simile in (19): a man
considers a river he sees as the largest, because he never saw a larger one. Clearly, for
the reasoning to go through, the presupposition that indeed there exist larger rivers
(that themanhasnot seen)must hold.Although the reading is not specific (there is no
reference to a determined specimen), the existence of the entity is not denied.

In Classical Latin aliquis is used rarely also in downward-entailing contexts other
than negation; when it is found there, aliquis is not a maximal domain widener (cf.
Devine and Stephens 2013: 378; Gianollo 2018: 77; Traina and Bertotti 1985: 189). In
this, it contrastswith indefinites likequisquamandullus,whichare equivalent to ‘any’.

The situation changes in late Latin. Here I focus on the language of Augustine,
which is particularly innovative in many respects concerning quantificational
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elements; however, a similar situation is found also in other contemporary and
later texts that use a non-conservative, colloquial style, mirroring the ongoing
changes.

Augustine still uses aliquis as an epistemic indefinite: in (20) he wants to leave
the denotation of the book undetermined, because it still has to be written.

(20) late Latin (Aug. ep. 246.3)
his itaque paucis si aviditas tua contenta
this:ABL then few:ABL if eagerness:NOMyour:NOMsatisfied:NOM
non est et librum aliquem de hac
not be:3SG and book:ACC some:ACC about this:ABL
re, quem diutius legas, desideras,
thing:ABLwhich:ACClonger read:2SG wish:2SG
patienter tibi sunt expectandae vacationes
patiently you:DAT be:3PL expect:GER free.time:NOM
nostrae
our:NOM
‘So then, if these few remarks do not appease your thirst for information
and you desire on this subject a book that will take a longer time to read,
you must await with patience until I have a free interval’

However, Augustine also uses aliquis innovatively in the scope of sentential
negation, and does so quite frequently: I present two such cases in (21) and (22),
which are simple structures whose reading unambiguously requires narrow scope
with respect to negation.

(21) late Latin (Aug. in Ps. 93.7)
tetigit omnes, non timuit aliquem
touch:3SG everyone:ACC not fear:3SG anyone:ACC
‘He (Jesus) touched everyone, he did not fear anyone’

(22) late Latin (Aug. in Ps. 99.13)
praeter uxorem suam non sciens aliquam
except wife:ACC his:ACC not knowing:NOM anyone:ACC
praeter maritum suum non sciens aliquem
except husband:ACC her:ACC not knowing:NOM anyone:ACC
‘(the chosen will be) he who does not know any other woman except his
wife, she who does not know any other man except her husband’
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Also in downward-entailing contexts other than negation aliquis is used in a way
that suggests the possibility of maximal domain widening (excluding all the
possibilities); (23) is a case inwhich aliquis occurs twice: the first instance is clearly
an epistemic indefinite, but the second one, which is embedded in the standard of
comparison (a downward-entailing context) is ambiguous between a minimally
widened (‘someone else’) and a maximally widened (‘anyone’) interpretation.

(23) late Latin (Aug. serm. 65A, 11)
non solum enim peccatum est diligere
not only indeed sin:NOM be:3SG love:INF
aliquem plus quam Christum, sed peccatum
someone:ACC more than Christ:ACC but sin:NOM
est non plus quam aliquem diligere
be:3SG not more than someone:ACC love:INF
Christum
Christ:ACC
‘not only it is a sin to love someone more than Christ, but it is a sin to love
Christ not more than someone else / anyone’

Cases like (23) may well constitute bridging contexts in the semantic development,
where both interpretations are equally possible and contextual inferences may
lead to favor the innovative interpretation over the conservative one. These con-
texts suggest that the extension from epistemic into NPI environments is a
diachronically natural development (a step from minimal to maximal domain
widening, aswewill see in §5). Non-negative NPI-licensing contextswere available
to aliquis already in early and Classical Latin, and are good candidates as the locus
for the semantic reanalysis. In turn, the rise in frequency of readings withmaximal
domain widening in these contexts may have triggered the further extension into
negative contexts (with the relevant, narrow-scope reading seen in (21) and (22)).
Additional conditions favoring the extensionmust be due to co-occurring systemic
changes (for instance, the removal of blocking effects caused by other determiners
like nullus ‘no’, changes in word order) in ways that should be investigated by
further research (cf. Gianollo 2018: Ch. 5 for an attempt in this direction).

In conclusion, aliquis was an epistemic indefinite in early and Classical Latin
and continues to be used as such in late Latin. In late Latin, however, an extension
into negative contexts starts to appear. In §4 we will see that all the medieval
Romance languages continuing aliquis had both the epistemic use and the uses in
negative contexts. Thus, once we consider the developments taking place in late
Latin, we can treat the whole range of uses displayed by the medieval Romance
continuants of aliquis as a common inheritance.
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4 The Medieval Romance Descendants

This section provides a compact description of the distribution of the descendants
of aliquis in the earliest attestations of theRomance languages under investigation.
The comparative overview will provide exemplification for the following points,
which are particularly significant in a diachronic perspective:
(i) All languages had both the positive and the negative use;
(ii) Non-negativeNPI usesweremore frequent in allmedieval varieties than in the

contemporary ones;
(iii) Inversion was possible in negative contexts, but never obligatory, and it was

an option (‘free inversion’ or DP-level scrambling in Martins 2015b: 118)
available with all quantifying determiners.

The earliest stages of old French are characterized by a conservative retention of all
uses also seen for late Latin. However, aucun is rare in negative contexts at the
earliest documented stages. An example is provided in (24):

(24) old French (Le Jeu de la feuillée 670–671, from Foulet 1970: §358)
Dame, or ne faites tel despit /
Milady now not make:2PL such contempt
k’ il n’ aient de vous
that they:PL not have:3PL from you:PL
aucun bien
any:SG good:SG
‘Milady, do not be upset to such a point that they will not receive from you
any good’

Sentential negation is much more often accompanied by nul, which continues
Latin nullus ‘no’, andhasNCI aswell asNPI uses. Ingham (2011), InghamandKallel
(2014) follow in detail the process of replacement. They provide abundant docu-
mentation on early NPI uses of aucun in non-negative contexts (especially in the
protasis of conditional clauses). No existing study focuses on the epistemic use,
but in fact many of the contexts that are characterized as “positive” are compatible
with an analysis of aucun as an epistemic indefinite. An example is (25):

(25) old French (Béroul 111.3627)
Qant aucun passe devant lui, En plaignant
when someone:SG pass:3SG in.front.of him in crying
disoit: “Mar i fui! […]”
say:3SG poor I be:1SG
‘When someone would walk by him, he would say crying: “Poor me!”
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In the diachronic development, aucun completely substitutes nul in negative
contexts. However, it is superseded by a newly grammaticalized determiner,
quelque, in epistemic and NPI contexts (Foulet 1919; Jayez and Tovena 2011). In the
history of French aucun, we thus see a clear shift frompositive to negative contexts,
which, according to Ingham and Kallel’s (2014) data, is concluded by the begin-
ning of the 18th century.

Old Italian presents a similar situation: epistemic uses are very frequent in the
early attestations, together with NPI uses; the latter, besides occurring in the scope
of sentential negation, are particularly widespread in non-negative NPI contexts
(Stark 2002, 2006). The epistemic component of alcuno makes it particularly
suitable for expressing background information, in contexts where identifiability
of the denotation is not required and no discourse-prominent referent is intro-
duced (Ledgeway 2009: 187–188 for old Neapolitan; Stark 2002: 326–327 for old
Tuscan). The diachronic study in Stark (2002, 2006) shows an increasing prefer-
ence for alcuno in negative contexts in old Tuscan from the 13th to the 15th
centuries.

Below I provide examples for the epistemic use (26), for the NPI use in the
conditional protasis (27), and for the NPI use under negation (28) from different
early Italo-Romance varieties.

(26) old Tuscan (Brunetto Latini, Rettorica 138.2)
è contra naturale usanza ch’ alcuna femina
be:3SG against natural:SG course:SG that some:SG woman:SG
uccida il suo marito e figliuoli e
kill:3SG the:SG her:SG husband:SG and child:PL and
distrugga un alto reame
destroy:3SG a:SG prestigious:SG realm:SG
‘it is against the natural course of events that some woman kills her
husband and children and destroys a prestigious realm’

(27) old Venetian (Statuti veneziani 152.70.35)
Et se alcun deli predicti ha
and if any:SG of.the:PL above-mentioned:PL have:3SG
alcuno officio al presente, perda quello
any:SG appointment:SG at.the:SG present:SG lose:3SG that:SG
‘And if any of the above-mentioned has any appointment at the moment,
he shall lose it’
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(28) old Neapolitan (Libro de la destructione de Troya 314.15 P, fromLedgeway
2009: 188)
non facendo alcuna mentione dello cavallo predicto
not making any:SG mention:SG of.the:SG horse:SG above-mentioned:SG
‘not making any mention of the above-mentioned horse’

Examples (27)-(28) show that inversion was not necessary in negative and
non-negative NPI contexts. Inversion was possible, but it was a general option
(whose interpretive import is not always clear) with all narrow-scope in-
definites (Stark 2006: 210–212) and also with universal quantifiers (Giusti
2010: 392–395).

For old Catalan, the study of algun by Bergareche and Saldanya (2011)
highlights some interesting tendencies. First, Bergareche and Saldanya (2011:
225) give a characterization of the meaning of algun that comes close to the
definition of epistemic indefinites: “[i]t represents a quantifier of the exis-
tential type, together with un, ‘a’, from which algun differed by having a
greater level of indeterminacy: ‘at least one, one or more’ and never ‘just one’,
which was the proper value of un”. An example corresponding to this defi-
nition is (29):

(29) old Catalan (Jaume I, Fets: 187r, from Bergareche and Saldanya 2011: 226)
mester hi hauria que algú hi resposés
necessity:SG there have:3SG that someone:SG there answer:3SG
‘it would be necessary for someone to answer’

Second, the distribution in old Catalan confirms that the NPI use is invariantly
transmitted from late Latin to all the varieties considered here: a 13th-century
example of algun in the context of sentential negation (a possibility excluded in
contemporary Catalan) is given in (30).

(30) old Catalan (Usatges de Barcelona 157.18)
e negú per algun enguiny ni
and nobody:SG for any:SG trickery:SG nor
per art no sia gosat rebugar
for artifice:SG not be:3SG dared refuse
‘Let no one by any artifice or trickery dare to refuse to obey it (the
judgment)’

Furthermore, Bergareche and Saldanya (2011: 227) observe that, ifalgun follows the
noun, it is necessarily interpreted as an NPI, thus it can only occur in modal or
negative contexts. A negative context featuring DP-internal inversion is exempli-
fied in (31):
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(31) old Catalan (Exemples 6.31, from Bergareche and Saldanya 2011: 227)
Amich, no m’ ajusté ne m’ acosté a
friend not me join:1SG nor me approach:1SG to
neguna fembre, ne fiu mal ne desplaer a
no:SG woman:SG nor make:1SG evil:SG nor upset:SG to
home algun
man:SG any:SG
‘My friend, I did not join or approach any woman, nor did I cause any evil
or upset to any man’

The existence of an intermediate stage characterized by DP-internal inversion in
negative contexts persisting until a much later age is indirectly witnessed also by Par
(1923: 46–47), who, in commenting on earlier language stages, observed that the
postposed use of algun in negative contexts was still possible in his own variety. This
confirms that DP-internal inversion becomes obligatory, at some point, in all those
languages that retain both the epistemic and theNPI use (which is later lost inCatalan).

Equally in old Spanish and old Portuguese, as is to be expected given the
situation in the contemporary languages, the descendants of aliquis maintain all
uses attested in late Latin. Martins (2000) speaks of “polar versatility”with respect
to the early Romance behavior of the continuations of aliquis and of other NPIs and
provides ample exemplification.

Martins (2015b) contributes important observations on the distribution of
DP-internal inversion in old Spanish and old Portuguese: she finds that, in both
languages, inversion is possible, but it is not obligatory in negative contexts, as
shown in (32) for old Portuguese.

(32) old Portuguese (Demanda do Santo Graal 146 ed. Nunes, from Martins
2015b: 110)
ca nom vos pode ende vĩir algũũ bem
because not you:PL can:3SG from.that come any:SG good:SG
‘because this will not bring you any good’

Moreover, inversionwas possible also in contexts with a positive interpretation, as
we can see in (33), which forms a near-minimal pair with (32).

(33) old Portuguese (Demanda do Santo Graal 64 ed. Nunes, from Martins
2015b: 109)
Se aqui ficardes em esta furesta, toste
If here stay:2PL in this:SG forest:SG soon
vos poderia vĩir ende mal algũũ
you:PL can:3SG come from.that harm:SG any:SG
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‘If you stay here in this forest any longer, soon some harm may come to
you.’

The example in (33) also evidences the ignorance component that characterizes
epistemic indefinites: pending more accurate studies, this suggests that the pos-
itive use of old Portuguese is also a continuation of the (late) Latin one.

5 From Epistemic Indefinites to NPIs and NCIs

5.1 The Diachronic Cline

In the previous sectionswe have seen that the singular form of a lexical itemwhose
etymological source had a positive meaning develops a negative use in all the
Romance languages that continue it. The positive use can be more precisely
characterized as epistemic and goes back to the Latin source. As for the negative
use, which first emerges in late Latin, it is necessary to distinguish sensitivity to
downward-entailing contexts (NPI use) from featural specification as an element of
Negative Concord (NCI use), depending on the language.

Cases of determiners and pronouns changing from a “positive” to a “negative”
meaning are well known from the literature (cf. Jäger 2010;Willis et al. 2013: 36–38
for a crosslinguistic overview). The best studied case concerns French personne
‘nobody’ and rien ‘nothing’, NCIs that find their origin in generic nouns (‘person’,
‘thing’), cf. Déprez (2000, 2011), Roberts and Roussou (2003: 146–154), Déprez and
Martineau (2004), Roussou (2007), Labelle and Espinal (2014). Willis (2011), Willis
et al. (2013: 28) label this recurrent change phenomenon the “Quantifier cycle” and
connect it to Ladusaw’s (1993) “Jespersen Argument Cycle”, whose stages are
schematically summarized in (34):

(34) Quantifier Cycle/Jespersen Argument Cycle (Ladusaw 1993: 438)
“one thing” (plain indefinite) > “anything” (NPI) > “nothing” (NCI or
Negative Indefinite)

The process involving aliquis and its Romance continuants can be considered an
instantiation of the directional development in (34). However, it cannot be fully
equated with other known cases with respect to its initial stage, since it does not
fully square with the characterization of the “one thing” stage given byWillis et al.
(2013: 27): “indefinites starting out as contextually unrestricted items”. As seen in
§2.2, epistemic indefinites are pragmatically licensed by the interaction with
(modal) operators in the clause, which allow their contribution to bemeaningful in
a pragmatic perspective, thus ensuring their felicity. Borrowing Kratzer and
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Shimoyama’s (2002) terminology, epistemic indefinites are selective with respect
to the contexts in which they can occur, since they are semantically and prag-
matically dependent on co-occurring operators (cf. Giannakidou 1998; Giannaki-
dou and Quer 2013 for the notion of dependency).

Therefore, epistemic indefinites are not contextually unrestricted, but subject
to a licensing relation. As discussed in Gianollo (2018: 93–94), the fact that
epistemic indefinites are subject to a licensing relation, similarly to NPIs and NCIs,
makes them likely candidates for diachronic processes of reanalysis, affecting the
nature of the licensing relation itself. I argue that this is exactly what motivates the
observed diachronic cline with aliquis and its Romance continuations, and in §5.2 I
propose a way to model the reanalysis.

In concluding this section, note that, as a consequence of the specification of
the initial stage for the change involving aliquis, the change’s general format takes
a different shape: while Willis et al. (2013: 27–28, 36–38) model the process
exclusively as a “contraction in the range of environments available for an item”
(Willis et al. 2013: 36), we see that aliquis first undergoes a process of extension in
the range of compatible environments, when the NPI uses emerge (in late Latin)
and coexist with the epistemic uses. The contraction happens later, in some in-
dividual Romance languages, when NPI uses in the scope of sentential negation
are reanalyzed as a form of syntactic dependency (Negative Concord). The first
diachronic step consists in the overgeneralization of a pattern that, at some point,
is perceived by the language users as systematic enough. This would be a case of
innovation in which “the acquirer ‘boosts’ the regularity of a pattern in the input,
ascribing it a formal status that it does not have in the adult grammar” (Biberauer
2019: 221).

5.2 The Role of DP-internal Inversion

For Ladusaw (1993), the process in (34) is crucially connected to the pragmatic
properties of negation and interacts with the cycle of formal renewal that affects
negative markers crosslinguistically (Jespersen’s Cycle): indefinites undergoing
(34) are recruited into the system of negation as negation strengtheners in
emphatic contexts (cf. also Kiparsky and Condoravdi 2006; Roussou 2007). Inwhat
follows, I build on this intuition and I motivate the late Latin extension of aliquis
into negative contexts as due to the interaction between the epistemic indefinite
and a scalar focus operator, which I take to be the determinant of emphatic
strengthening, following Chierchia (2013). I furthermore argue that the interaction
with the scalar focus operator is responsible for DP-internal inversion, which I take
to be triggered by the determiner’s movement to a DP-internal Focus projection.
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5.2.1 The Semantic Change

According to the characterization of epistemic indefinites proposed by Alonso-
Ovalle andMenéndez-Benito (2010) and seen in §2.2, epistemic indefinites trigger a
minimal widening of their domain of quantification: the quantificational domain
must include more than one possible referential alternative. Epistemic indefinites
are not used in the scope of negation because their contribution is vacuous: the
pragmatic reasoning triggered by the minimal domain widening results in state-
ments that are already implied by the assertion (Lauer 2012).

The effect is very different with NPIs, which are maximal domain wideners.
With maximal domain widening, all possible alternatives, even the most periph-
eral ones, are considered (Kadmon and Landman 1993). Maximal domain
widening removes contextual restrictions; hence, a negative sentence containing
an NPI is true in a superset of contexts in which the same sentence with a plain
existential would be true. This results in a strengthened assertion, and precisely
this strengthening effect motivates the use of NPIs in a communicative perspective
(cf. Israel 2011: 168–180 for a summary of strengthening-based approaches to
NPIs). Thus, while epistemic indefinites typically weaken an assertion (with the
purpose of avoiding an exhaustivity inference, or avoiding a false claim in the case
of lacking evidence), NPIs result in a stronger assertion.

My proposal assumes that, when interacting with focus in emphatic negative
constructions, aliquis and its Romance continuants become strengthened and
behave as maximal domain wideners. The focus operator involved is what Krifka
(2007) calls scalar focus, and Chierchia (2013) identifies as his E (= ‘even’) operator.

Focus evokes alternatives to the proposition in the scope of the focus operator.
Scalar focus is considered to be responsible for emphatic negation readings, such
as those emerging when minimizers or generalizers are used (Chierchia 2013 a.o.;
Kiparsky and Condoravdi 2006; Roussou 2007). With scalar focus, alternatives are
ordered along a contextually provided scale and the focused element represents an
extreme value. Focus particles like even require scalar focus for their interpreta-
tion: in an example like (35), ‘a child’ is considered to be the least probable
alternative among the individuals who could solve a maths problem. The alter-
native denotations are generated according to world knowledge and are ordered
along a probability measure (a mathematician > a maths teacher > an adult…).

(35) Even a child could solve this maths problem

When interacting with negation, scalar focus yields an emphatic assertion, whose
communicative felicity is based on the fact that even themost probable alternative
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in the considered domain does not hold.14 In (36) the fact that a dropmay be spilled
is the most probable alternative in case of a spilling event; negation reverses the
entailments and the proposition “not a drop of this wine was spilled” denotes the
least probable alternative, which is a suitable focus value for even.

(36) Not even a drop of this wine was spilled

When scalar focus interacts with aliquis in the scope of negation, additional al-
ternatives are evoked by the focus operator. These alternative sets undergo union
with the set of alternatives in the epistemic indefinite’s quantificational domain.
The result of this operation is maximal domain widening, which has the effect of
strengthening the negative assertion.

Originally, the widening effect emerges contextually, through the interaction
between focus, involved in emphatic negation, and the minimal domain widening
triggered by aliquis. Diachronically, it becomes conventionalized in all the Romance
continuations ofaliquis that are used innegative contexts. In French and Italian, this
is theonly survivinguse. InCatalan it gets lost,whereas inSpanish andPortuguese it
coexistswith a positive use. In §5.2.2 I analyze the obligatory inversionundergoneby
algún / algum in negative contexts as a result of the conventionalization of domain
widening, that is, as a necessary interaction with a Focus operator in the syntax.

5.2.2 The Syntactic Implications

Based on the conclusions reached above, I propose that a semantically motivated
syntactic operation derives DP-internal inversion between the descendants of
aliquis and the noun in negative contexts.Martins (2015a, 2015b) treats inversion as
a syntactic operation that builds anNPI in the syntactic component and is triggered
by negative formal features; she assumes a DP-internal projection for negation
(NegP) to which the determiner moves.

My proposal is similar in deriving inversion as a syntactic operation and in
causally connecting it to polarity sensitivity. However, in my proposal the landing
site is different: it is a Focus projection in the left periphery of the DP. My
assumption is motivated by the semantic mechanism proposed in §5.2.1 and is
compatible bothwith NPI uses (as found in Italian and Spanish) andwith NCI ones
(corresponding to the distribution in French and Portuguese).

The underlying DP structure I assume is presented in (37):

(37) [DP [TopP [FocP [dP [NP ]]]]]

14 Here I am adopting a presuppositional analysis of even, according to which it scopes over the
negative operator; see König (1991: 54–56) for discussion.
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A rich articulation of the DP’s left periphery, comprising a projection for Topic and
Focus, has been defended in a number of works (see Aboh et al. 2010 for an
overview). For Romance, a parallelism between focus-related displacement in the
DP and in the clause has been investigated by Bernstein (2001): I propose that
DP-internal inversion with the descendants of aliquis belongs to the family of
phenomena presented there. In (37), dP represents the projection at the top of the
DP’s inflectional domain (Giusti 2006).

I propose that the quantificational determiner is first merged in dP. The
semanticallymotivated associationwith focus triggers the determiner’smovement
to the FocP projection. Inversion results from a furthermovement of the N(P) to the
Topic position above the determiner’s landing site (cf. 38).

(38) [DP [TopP [NP estudiante] [FocP alguno [dP alguno [NP estudiante]]]]]

N(P) movement to TopP ismotivated pragmatically by the necessity to background
the material in the restriction of the quantifier. This allows the postponed deter-
miner to receive emphatic stress, prosodically aligning the focused element to the
nuclear stress (in a way similar to what happens in Romance VOS orders, cf. the
motivation of VOS orders in terms of the Nuclear Stress Rule in Zubizarreta 1998,
and the movement to Topic of given information in Belletti’s (2001) analysis of
Italian VOS orders).

In some cases only the head noun moves, possibly leaving additional
DP-material in a position that linearly follows the determiner. Head movement of
N0 is the only option available in Portuguese (cf. 39): Martins (2015b: 105, 113)
attributes this to the incorporation operation she assumes between the determiner
and the head noun, resulting in strict adjacency.

(39) Portuguese (Martins 2015a: 404)
* Animal selvagem algum vive aqui
animal:SG wild:SG no:SG live:3SG here
‘No wild animal lives here’

Spanish (Martins 2015a: 413–414, 2015b: 114–115 fn. 14) and Italian (Gianollo 2018:
128–129) are different, allowing for interveningmaterial between the noun and the
determiner under certain conditions (cf. 40 for Italian). This suggests that in
Spanish and Italian phrasal movement of the whole NP to the Topic position is
possible.

(40) Italian
Non abbiamo animale domestico alcuno in questa casa
not have:1PL animal:SG domestic:SG any:SG in this:SG house:SG
‘We (absolutely) have no domestic animal in this house’
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If the hypothesis on DP-internal inversion explored above is tenable, it leads us to
assume different lexical entries for the positive and the negative descendants of
aliquis in those languages that continue both: the negative forms have to include a
movement-triggering feature in their lexical entry, which renders DP-internal
inversion obligatory. In French and Italian, which only continue the negative use,
inversion remains optional: according to speakers’ judgments, in the contempo-
rary varieties it is an emphatic variant confined to high registers. Also in the case of
optional inversion, thus, scalar focus appears to be connected to the syntactic
operation.

In Gianollo (2018: Ch. 3 and 5) I discuss how this proposal can be more pre-
cisely formalized in terms of formal focus features. Here I limit myself to remark
that the assumption of a separate lexical entry for the negative variant is anyway
necessary for Portuguese,where algum in DP-internal inversion constructions is an
NCI. According to the framework I adopt (cf. §2.3), this means that it carries formal
uninterpretable features for negation ([uNeg] in Zeijlstra 2004), which allow it to be
self-licensing, that is, to trigger the insertion of a covert negative operatorwhen it is
not c-commanded by another overt negative element (e.g., when it is in subject
position; cf. again Zeijlstra 2004). The assumption of uninterpretable formal fea-
tures for negation is also necessary for the lexical entry of French aucun. In Spanish
and Italian, by contrast, as in late Latin we have anNPI distribution, which in §2.3 I
assumed to be linked to a form of semantic-pragmatic licensing.15

The change from NPI to NCI witnessed in French and Portuguese is a purely
syntactic development, understood as the conventionalization of the licensing
relation with negation in terms of syntactically active features (a form of gram-
maticalization). The crucial semantic change,which lies at the origin of this further
development, is the extension to NPI contexts first observed in late Latin.

The conventionalization of the licensing relation is expected to lead to the loss
of the emphatic effect connected to the originally focus-induced movement.
Indeed, the results of my questionnaire (cf. fn. 2) show that while Spanish speakers
find the use of inverted algún under negation emphatic, Portuguese speakers do
not observe the same effect. This may be taken as an indication that the gram-
maticalization involved in the NPI > NCI shift is linked to the loss of the original
pragmatic motivation for the movement. This mechanism reminds us of what
happens with Jespersen’s Cycle when the original reinforcer of a negation marker

15 There is an ongoing debate in the literature on whether this is sufficient to account for NPI
distribution. It is a persistent intuition that the semantic properties of the class of licensing
operators have a syntactic counterpart in terms of formal features, and that, in this respect, NCIs
are just a special subclass of NPIs: see Chierchia (2013) for a proposal in this direction. In fact, my
hypothesis involves a movement operation driven by syntactically represented Focus features.
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replaces the older marker in the plain negation function, losing its emphatic value
(cf. Gianollo 2018: 132–135 for further details).

6 Conclusions

Thiswork attempts the study of a lexical item from the inventory of functionwords,
which is diachronically very pertinacious and whose descendants in the various
Romance languages display a remarkable combination of parallelism and
differentiation.

I started this paper by presenting the variation in the descendants of Latin
aliquis observed in the contemporary standard Romance languages. The attention
focused in particular on epistemic uses in positive contexts and on NPI and NCI
uses in the context of sentential negation. I modeled the space of variation as a set
of conditions imposed by quantificational determiners on their quantificational
domain and on the shape of their set of alternatives: epistemic determiners impose
minimal domain widening, whereas NPIs impose maximal domain widening. The
NCI use is derived from the NPI one as the grammaticalization of the licensing
relation with the negative operator in terms of formal features.

The analysis of the initial stage for the process involving aliquis, that is, its
characterization as epistemic indefinite in Classical Latin, allows us to pinpoint the
origin of the interpretational dependency that requires aliquis to be in the scope of
a suitable licensing operator. I proposed that this licensing relation is reanalyzed
in late Latin, leading to the extension of aliquis into negative contexts.

The medieval Romance descendants of aliquis invariably continue both the
positive (epistemic) and the negative (NPI) use. Further diachronic processes cause
differentiation across Romance: some languages lose the epistemic use, some
other languages lose the NPI one, and in some languages a reanalysis of the NPI
use as an NCI syntactic dependency takes place. Spanish and Portuguese retain
uses in both positive and negative contexts, but the latter are characterized by
obligatory DP-internal inversion between the determiner and the noun. I con-
nected this distribution to the semantic effect of focus on the quantificational
domain, and I proposed a syntactic mechanism to account for obligatory
DP-internal inversion.

The observed variation in the contemporary Romance languages finds its roots
in the properties of the Latin ancestor and can be explained by an interesting case
of semantic change, with repercussions on the syntax of nominal expressions. I
hope to have shown the relevance of the diachronic study of elements of the
functional lexicon for our understanding of the interaction between semantic and
syntactic change. The diachronic development of aliquis and its descendants
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reveals interesting parallels between the Quantifier Cycle and Jespersen’s Cycle:
both have in common the fact that, in negative contexts, emphatic focus interacts
with the inferences triggered by nominal elements in its scope (quantificational
determiners, minimizers, generalizers), yielding systematic meaning effects that
may undergo grammaticalization during the diachronic development.
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